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Introduction 

The topic of our group is to discover new ways of reducing food waste in grocery stores using IT                   

solutions. We chose to focus on grocery store employees and aim to provide a digital solution to                 

help to smooth their work process in the ‘too good to go’ service and also advocate ‘too good to                   

go’ App to raise people’ awareness of food waste.  

 

After several cycles of user-centered design and iterations, we present a self-service box using              

arduino which can reduce customers’ waiting time, reduce workload for employees and advocate             

the App to a bigger audience. The customer can enter code using a number pad and receive                 

feedback on screen. When the password is correct and accepted, the motor will rotate and               

unlock. The box’s appearance is also elaborately designed and decorated to promote the ‘too              

good to go’ App. 

 

Video  

Our video first shows a scenario that shows the problem to the employees and customers in a                 

Coop Mega grocery store. Where an employee was already tired after a hectic day and had to                 

fetch ‘magic bag’ to the customers again and again. The customers were also not satisfied with                

the long waiting time. Then we show a short animation video on how our self-service lockbox                

works. The video then shows how our prototype can be used in the store. How the employee can                  

put bags in the box and customers can come and unlock the box to get their bag without waiting.                   

Our product (prototype) still can not perform stably in the grocery store environment with real               

users due to some connection issues, therefore we have adopted a Wizard of Oz approach in                

some parts of the prototype and video. All the people in our video agreed to being filmed in                  

advance.  

 

Video Link:  
https://youtu.be/LmZxXhG1uP8  
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Technical solution  

 

As early as our first iteration, we began to         

think practically which Arduino parts can be       

used to realize the functions that we want in         

our prototypes. In our third iteration, we       

began to work on arduino. We used switched        

buttons as user input and LCD screen as user         

feedback. We also compare the servo motor       

and dc motor and settle with servo motor as it          

is more easily controlled in our case. When        

the servo motor starts to rotate, it draws more         

current than if it were already in motion, so we          

also have to place a 100 uf capacitor across         

power and ground.  

 

Later, we receive feedback from the users that        

the switch is very difficult to use and with         

very limited password selection as there were       

only two switches connected to the pins.       

Therefore, in the fourth iteration, we ordered       

4*4 keypad and replace the switches so that it appears more like a system that we use in real life.                    

Now we can have input from 0 to 9 and letters A-D as shown in the figure. 
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The system begins with greeting the users welcome to 'too good to go’ as shown in our code.  

After the greeting, the system waits for user input. When the user enters passwords, we compare                

it with the password that we set. If it is correct, the screen will show that it is correct  

and the box is not unlocked. Then, the motor receives signals and rotates 90 degrees. And then                 

our box is unlocked, users can open it and get their magic bag.  

 

The components of this product is showed below: 
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Components Numbers 

Arduino Uno 1 

LCD screen 1 

Servo motor 1 

4*4 keypad 1 

Jumper wires 10+ 

Capacitor 1 

Potentiometer 1 

Resistors 1 

Breadboard 1 

USB cable  1 

Male header pin 10+ 

 

Code  

Codes and explanations see this link or see screenshots below :  

https://create.arduino.cc/editor/yan2030_/ff48a5b1-f7b6-44c9-86c3-1f2717f9cc29/preview 
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